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Tile & Stone™

Fired Hickory  |  porcelain tile

Here’s a hot opportunity! So get ready for enthusiasm—and sales—with this 
irresistible introduction! 

Fired Hickory is our new glazed porcelain tile that looks like beautifully scraped, 
rustic hickory. It has all the look of natural, warm wood—with cross-sawn marks, 
worm holes, and swirls. Clarity Digital Imaging is the ink-jet process 
that gives this 6” x 24” tile its rich color and incredible detail, creating 
truly knock-out realism.

And durability? Fired Hickory is built to last—and made to perform! 
It’s freeze-thaw stable and goes anywhere—inside, outside, in the 
basement or on the deck, in residential or commercial settings.

• 4 trend-perfect colors

• 40% recycled content

• Made in the USA

Fired Hickory
Features Tile Sizes

Field Tile Style
6" x 24" CS87K

Technical
Wear Rating Group  3* & 4
Break Strength  400 lbs.
Water Absorption  0.5%
COF (Wet)  >0.60

*color 670 & 750 only
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Approved Usage

WALLSFLOORS

Colors

EXTERIORS

600 Alder 
Higher contrast:  warm red undertones and brighter highlights on rich medium brown

220 Spicebark 
Lower contrast:  subtle golden browns fading to sandy blonde, with dark graining for "spice"

670 Nutmeg 
Lower contrast:  even tones of earthy brown with an accent of high-character grain

750 Pecan 
Higher contrast:  deep, smudgy brown and charcoal grain punching up cool tones of gray

* OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) has 
established a recognized industry standard of 0.5 (wet and dry) for 
slip-resistant surfaces. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
recommends, but does not require, “a Static Coeff icient of Friction 
of 0.60 for accessible routes and 0.80 for ramps.” ADA does not 
specif ically state that 0.60 is both a dry and a wet requirement. 
It is important to note that any tile or other hard surface f looring 
can become slippery when wet or improperly maintained. Products 
installed in an exterior application must comply with applicable 
ANSI 108 series of the “American National Standard Specif ications 
for the Installation of Ceramic Tile” and comply with TCA installation 
methods applicable to installation conditions..

This tile features random variations of 
shade and texture within each carton. 
To insure optimum appearance, it is 
imperative that tiles from various cartons 
be continually blended during installation. 
Placement of tiles should be decided on 
before beginning installation.


